Bicycle

Design and card creation: registered Pergamano® teacher Anja Bakker

Materials

- ordinary parchment paper (61406)
- parchment paper summer garden (62596)
- design paper summer garden (62597)
- white card stock
- dark green card stock
- white paper

- embossing tools:
  - fine stylos stainless steel (10032)
  - extra small ball stainless steel (10072)
  - small ball (10011)
  - perforating tool 1-needle (10241)
  - multi grid 36 (31445)
- text stamp
- stamp ink black
- blue glitter stickers: strips and dots
- white ribbon with flowers
- 2 blue bows
- Cutting dies: circles and scalloped circles
- cutting/embossingmachine

Step 1
Lay parchment paper on multi grid 36 and emboss and perforate the bicycle design. Cut the image out along the perforations. Cut out a dark green card stock circle (diameter 6.3 cm), a green patterned paper circle (diameter 8.3 cm) and a larger scalloped circle of blue patterned paper. Affix them onto one another.

Step 2
Cut out a 13.5 x 13.5 cm double white card (fold line on top) and fold the front sheet inwards along the middle line. Cut out a 13 x 13 cm square of flower parchment paper and affix this to the lower sheet. Affix sticker strips along the edges. Cut out the bicycles strip of parchment paper (13 cm) and affix this on white paper. Stamp the text onto a circle of white card stock (diameter 4.8 cm) and affix this to a slightly larger scalloped circle of flowers design paper. Affix this to the under sheet together with the strip with foam blocks.

Step 3
Cut out of flower parchment paper a 13 x 13 cm square, of flowers design paper a rectangle of 13 x 6 cm and of spotted design paper a rectangle of 6 x 13 cm. Affix the papers to the parchment paper and affix sticker strips to the edges. Affix the ribbon and attach all to a 13.5 x 13.5 cm square of white card stock. Attach this to the double folded upper sheet. Affix the bicycles with foam blocks to the card. Finish off the card with bows and sticker dots.